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SHELTERS
Our range of shelters must rank as one of the most comprehensive on the market, with all bases covered.

We take shelter design very seriously, and with our team of consultants across Europe, we’ve worked very hard to 

bring you the best off erings at great value-for-money prices.

Whether you’re a long-session angler looking for a large bivvy that off ers unrivalled comfort; a short-session angler looking 

for a lightweight, fast-erect shelter; or a general carp angler wanting an all-round shelter that covers a host of styles; you’re 

sure to fi nd something suitable in the coming pages. We have a number of new shelters this year, including the R-Series 

range of bivvies and brollies, plus our EOS bivvies that are perfect entry-level designs for those on tight budgets, but who, 

as ever, desire Fox quality. We’ve also retained some of our classics, such as the Ultra Brollies, Easy Shelters and Easy Domes.

You’ll also fi nd a range of accessories at the end of the section, such as lighting and cookware. In these two 

categories we have some exciting new additions, including a host of bivvy lights and some great stoves!

SHELTERS
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Mozzy mesh rear vents for added airflow

Clear PVC door option supplied

FEATURES

Inner dome available separately 

Inner dome features zip-in groundsheet

Mozzy mesh door and windows

NEW

R SERIES 2-MAN XL

  Available in both Khaki or unique Fox Camo pattern 
Hydrostatic head rating of 10,000mm

  Features O-Ring connections in inside to add the inner 
dome for increased comfort

  XL refers to the additional space and headroom created 
by the extra-high frame

  Classic four-rib step-forward design featuring an 
oversized peak for extra protection

  Rigid 19mm Aluminum frame and full-frame support 
supplied

  Porch support poles feature unique, pivoting moulded 
clips for perfect secure connection to the main frame

  Adjustable tension straps

  Large front and rear mozzy mesh panels

  Two-way letter box-style door with three door options, 
mozzy mesh, clear PVC and solid

  Front can be rolled back to create an open fronted 
shelter

  Two rod straps located at front of shelter

  Heavy-duty groundsheet and pegs supplied in an 
oversized heavy-duty carry bag

  Made from hard-wearing, breathable polyester fabric

*RRP

CUM252 R Series 2 Man XL Dome Only  £99.99 

CUM253 R Series 2 Man XL Khaki Wrap  £179.99 

CUM254 R Series 2 Man XL Camo Wrap  £199.99 
Height 185cm

Dimensions of internal floor 
space

2-MAN XL OVERWRAP

  Available in both Khaki or unique Fox Camo pattern

  Hydrostatic head rating of 10,000mm

  Designed to allow the user to create a twin skin on their 
R-Series 2-Man bivvy

  Increases warmth in the winter and helps to keep you 
cooler in the summer

  Vastly aids the reduction of condensation

  Creates additional storage space for items such as waders, 
bait etc.

  Large front and rear mozzy mesh panels

  Comes supplied with additional frame supports and storm 
poles with pivoting clips for perfect secure connection to 
the main frame

  Two-way letter box style door with three door options, 
mozzy mesh, clear PVC and solid

  Front can be rolled back to create an open fronted shelter

  Two rod straps located at front of shelter

  Made from hard-wearing, breathable polyester fabric

  Weight – 5kg

2-MAN XL INNER DOME 

  Can be added to an R-Series 2-Man bivvy to create extra 
comfort, warmth and protection from insects and other 
annoying creatures 

  Mesh inner dome features zip in/out groundsheet 

  Can be packed away whilst attached to the bivvy with the 
groundsheet removed

  Main Fabric 100% polyester

  Weight – 2.5kg

*RRP

CUM248 R Series 2 Man XL Khaki  £379.99 

CUM249 R Series 2 Man XL Camo  £399.99 

CUM250 R Series 2 Man XL Khiaki inc. Dome  £469.99 

CUM251 R Series 2 Man XL Camo inc. Dome  £479.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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SHELTERS

*RRP

CUM241 R Series 1 Man XL Khaki  £279.99 

CUM242 R Series 1 Man XL Camo  £299.99 

CUM243 R Series 1 Man XL Khiaki inc. Dome  £339.99 

CUM244 R Series 1 Man XL Camo inc. Dome  £359.99 

*RRP

CUM245 R Series 1 Man XL Dome Only  £79.99 

CUM246 R Series 1 Man XL Khaki Wrap  £129.99 

CUM247 R Series 1 Man XL Camo Wrap  £149.99 

Mozzy mesh rear vents for added airflow

Inner dome has matching rear vents

FEATURES

Inner dome available separately 

Heavy-duty groundsheet supplied

Adjustable tension straps

NEW

R SERIES 1-MAN XL

  Available in Khaki or unique Fox Camo pattern

  Hydrostatic head rating of 10,000mm

  Features O-Ring connections in inside to add an inner, 
mesh dome for increased comfort

  XL refers to the additional space and head room created 
by the extra high frame 

  Classic three-rib pram-hood design featuring an 
oversized peak for extra protection 

  Rigid 19mm Aluminum frame and full-frame support 
supplied. 

  Porch support poles feature unique pivoting moulded 
clips for perfect, secure connection to the main frame

  Adjustable tension straps 

  Large front and rear mozzy mesh panels 

  Two-way letter box-style door with three door options, 
mozzy mesh, clear PVC and solid 

  Front can be rolled back to create an open fronted 
shelter

  Two rod straps located at front of shelter 

  Heavy-duty groundsheet and pegs supplied in an 
oversized heavy-duty carry bag

  Made from hard-wearing, breathable polyester fabric 

Height 165cm

  Available in Khaki or unique Fox Camo pattern

  Hydrostatic head rating of 10,000mm

  Designed to allow the user to create a twin skin on their 
R-Series 1-Man bivvy

  Increases warmth in the winter and helps keep you 
cooler in the summer

  Vastly aids the reduction of condensation

  Creates additional storage space for items such as 
waders, bait etc.

  Large front and rear mozzy mesh panels

  Two-way letter box-style door with three door options: 
mozzy mesh, clear PVC and solid

  Made from hard-wearing, breathable polyester fabric

Dimensions of internal floor 
space

  Can be added to an R-Series 1-Man bivvy to create extra 
comfort, warmth and protection from insects and other 
annoying creatures 

  Mesh inner dome features zip in/out groundsheet 

  Can be packed away whilst attached to the bivvy 
(with the groundsheet removed)

  Main Fabric 100% polyester

  Weight – 1.8kg

1-MAN XL OVERWRAP

1-MAN XL INNER DOME 
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*RRP

CUM255 EOS 1-Man  £159.99 

CUM256 EOS 1-Man Skin  £59.99 

CUM257 EOS 2-Man  £179.99 

CUM258 EOS 2-Man Skin  £69.99 

Supplied with clear PVC door option

Front can be rolled back to create open 
fronted shelter design

FEATURES

Generous peak gives added protection 
from elements

Integrated mozzy mesh door on front

Full-frame support supplied

NEW

EOS® 1-MAN & 2-MAN

  Designed to offer unrivalled value for money

  Perfect shelter for newcomers or anglers on tight 
budgets

  8000mm hydrostatic head fabric

  Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a generous peak 
for extra protection

  Khaki colour

  Full-frame support supplied

  Two-way letter box-style door with integrated mesh 
insert plus PVC and solid panel options

  Front can be rolled back to create an open fronted 
shelter

  Two rod straps located at front of shelter

  Lightweight groundsheet and heavy-duty pegs 
supplied in a zipped carry bag

  Main outer fabric – 100% polyester

  Available in 1-Man and 2-Man options

Height 150cmHeight 140cm

Dimensions of internal floor 
space

Dimensions of internal floor 
space

1-MAN SKIN

  Designed to allow the user to create a twin skin on their 
EOS 1-Man bivvy

  Increases warmth in the winter and helps to keep you 
cooler in the summer

  Vastly aids the reduction of condensation 

  Creates additional storage space for items such as waders, 
bait etc. 

  8000mm hydrostatic head

  Weight – 1.8kg

2-MAN SKIN

  Designed to allow the user to create a twin skin on their 
EOS 2-Man bivvy

  Increases warmth in the winter and helps keep you cooler 
in the summer

  Vastly aids the reduction of condensation 

  Creates additional storage space for items such as waders, 
bait etc. 

  8000mm hydrostatic head

  Weight – 2.3kg

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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SHELTERS

Mozzy mesh door

Fully-removable front and inner dome

FEATURES

PVC door

Ven-Tec Rip Stop material

Side support bar

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Dimensions including wrap 
(available separately)

RETREAT+ 1-MAN & 2-MAN

  Quite possibly the most feature-packed pram-hood 
bivvy ever made!

  20,000 hydrostatic head Ven-Tec Rip Stop material 

  Rigid, lightweight aluminium poles

  Flat back combined with improved side angles gives 
maximum space both front to back and also side to side

  Break in the pole structure, increases internal space yet 
makes the bivvy more compact once packed away

  Fully-removable front

  Three door options supplied: Solid, Clear 
PVC and Mozzy Mesh

  Two-way zips on all doors for barn-style opening 

  Front peak for added protection from elements 

  Mozzy mesh window panels at front

  Rear and side mozzy mesh vents for increased air flow

  Adjustable tension straps on side

  Two rod support straps on peak

  Mesh inner dome for added comfort available 
separately or can be purchased as part of a 
bivvy & dome package 

  Mesh inner dome features zip-in groundsheet 

  Can be packed away with mesh dome attached as long 
as groundsheet is zipped out

  Supplied with full-frame support, heavy-duty pegs, 
heavy-duty clip-in groundsheet and an oversized 
carry bag

  2-Man bivvy also includes side support poles for peak 
and storm straps

  Extending wrap available separately

  Available in 1-Man and 2-Man options

*RRP

CUM199 Retreat+ 1 Man  £499.99 

CUM201 Retreat+ 1 Man Inner Dome  £109.99 

CUM205 Retreat+ 1 Man Bivvy & Inner Dome  £529.99 

CUM200 Retreat+ 1 Man Extending Wrap  £249.99 

CUM202 Retreat+ 2 Man  £599.99 

CUM204 Retreat+ 2 Man Inner Dome  £129.99 

CUM206 Retreat+ 2 Man Bivvy & Inner Dome  £699.99 

CUM203 Retreat+ 2 Man Extending Wrap  £329.99 

EXTENDING WRAP

  20,000 hydrostatic head Ven-Tec Rip Stop material 

  Same three door options supplied as on bivvy: 
Solid, Clear PVC and Mozzy Mesh

  Mozzy mesh vents on rear and side mirror those on bivvy for 
added airflow when wrap is on

  Fully-removable front

  Creates twin skin effect to reduce condensation, 
give added warmth in winter and help keep 
you cool in summer

  Two rod support straps 

  Increase overall footprint of bivvy by extending front

  Supplied with additional groundsheet extension 

  Available in 1-Man and 2-Man options

Height 155cm Height 185cm

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Dimensions including wrap 
(available separately)
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EASY SHELTER 

  Unique pop-up frame design for rapid erection 
and very fast pack away

  Perfect shelter for short-session angler who wants 
something that is light and compact to carry 

  Ideal for tight swims where a traditional brolly 
or bivvy wouldn’t fit

  Hard wearing Polyester fabric (2000mm hydrostatic 
head rating) 

  Styled in unique Fox Camo pattern

  Can fit inside a bedchair when packed away for easy 
transportation

  Front peak gives protection from rain 
when door is open

  Can be pegged to the ground for maximum stability 
making it ideal for use as a day session shelter 
when not carrying a bedchair

  Solid front option features three vertical toggle fixings 
to allow you to roll the panel up in sections and peg out 
further to give increased coverage when in use

  Supplied with zip-in mozzy mesh front panel 

  Large mozzy mesh panel at rear to aid air flow 

  Both front panels feature letter box style door

  Designed to fit most standard sized bedchairs

  Rod straps either side of the door

  Supplied with three support ribs and heavy-duty pegs

*RRP

CUM187 Easy Shelter Camo  £159.99 

Removable front

Mozzy mesh door

FEATURES

Pegged out adjustable front

Frame support

Can be packed inside a bedchair

POP UP DESIGN...

Height 115cm

Dimensions of internal floor space

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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EASY DOME® MAXI 1-MAN & 2-MAN

  Innovative frame design that features additional rear 
rib for flat-back profile, allowing for increased usable 
internal space

  Additional rib also increases stability 

  Rear mozzy mesh vents for increased airflow 

  100% Polyester fabric with 6,000mm hydrostatic head

  Fully-removable front

  Aerograde aluminium poles

  Unique Fox Snap Lock elbows

  Fully-removable front panel system

  Mozzy mesh front side panels

  Velcro rod retaining straps

  Removable inner mozzy mesh sleeping compartment 
with newly designed removable PE groundsheet (easier 
to pack away and clean)

  Integrated guy ropes for extreme weather situations

  Easy and speedy erection time

  Supplied with mozzy mesh, solid and PVC door options

  All doors have two way zips for barn-style opening 

  Supplied with pegs and newly-designed carry bag

  Heavy-duty groundsheet available separately 

Mozzy mesh door

PVC door

FEATURES

Removable front

Solid front door

Barn-style door

Dimensions including wrap 
(available separately)

Dimensions including wrap 
(available separately)

Height 124cm
Height 139cm

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

*RRP

CUM190 Easy Dome Maxi 1-Man  £399.99 

CUM191 Easy Dome Maxi 2-Man  £449.99 

CUM193 1-Man Heavy-duty Groundsheet  £34.99 

CUM194 2-Man Heavy-duty Groundsheet  £39.99 

2-MAN
• Max height inside tent 154cm
• Height back from bottom to rib 148cm
• Height front from bottom to rib 148cm
• Door opening from bottom to zip 132cm
• Door opening at widest point 93cm

1-MAN
• Max height inside tent 138cm
• Height back from bottom to rib 134cm
• Height front from bottom to rib 134cm
• Door opening from bottom to zip 118cm
• Door opening at widest point 92cm
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Zip-in heavy-duty groundsheet

Clear PVC front panel option

FEATURES

Mozzy mesh front panel option

ROYALE® COOK TENT STATION

  Spacious design to accomodate all cooking 
apparatus and food for long sessions

  Creates a fantastic social area for your fellow 
anglers to enjoy

  Steel frame construction

  Same hard-wearing breathable 5000 hydrostatic head 
polyester fabric as used on Royale XXL bivvy

  Mozzy mesh panel at rear to aid airflow inside

  Zip-in groundsheet

  Supplied with Solid, Clear PVC and 
Mozzy Mesh front panel options

  Front door can be converted with two extra- long 
banksticks (supplied) to create a porch 
area for extra space

  Access point at rear for electric cables or gas 
pipes for fridges, cookers etc

  Supplied with guy ropes on each corner and on 
front of porch for extra stability

  Heavy-duty pegs supplied

  Supplied in heavy-duty carry bag

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester

  Hydrostatic head 5000mm

*RRP

CUM183 Royale Cook Tent Station  £219.99 

*RRP

CUM216 60” Brolly  £74.99 

60INS BROLLY 
  A simple 60ins brolly design, which features 
a removable central pole 

  The pole can be positioned Nu-brolly style and used 
with or without storm poles - this means the central 
pole can be removed and repositioned parallel to the 
back of the brolly. The pole can then be pushed into 
the ground to offer coverage without the pole 
being in the way

  Two storm caps are included for optional use of 
storm poles (not included) 

  Hardwearing Khaki-coloured polyester fabric 
(2000mm hydrostatic head)

  Perfect for short day sessions or for extra cover 
when entertaining visitors

Can also be positioned NU-brolly style 

Rear pegging points 

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Dimensions including wrap 
(available separately)

Height 220cm

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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SHELTERS

  Available in either Khaki or Fox Camo

  Features Ventec Rip Stop fabric with a 20,000mm 
hydrostatic head 

  Features a full zip on the front to allow an optional Ultra 
Brolly Full Front or Ultra Brolly Camo Mozzy Screen to be 
added at a later date 

  Supplied with removable internal vapour shield to help 
reduce condensation and aid comfort (vapour shield 
can be left attached when packed away)

  Features button-release STS-equipped mechanism, 
which allows for maximum headroom 

  60ins (152cm) design with 8mm Fibreglass frame for 
incredible stability 

  Four back ribs touch the ground for added stability

  Extended side skirts provide extra protection from the 
elements 

  Rear mozzy mesh vents for added airflow 

  Front drain pipe diverts rainwater

  Other features include: rod retaining straps, multiple 
pegging points for adjustable brolly height, 
compression bell cap with rubber gasket seal

  Short threaded centre pole for ease and speed 
when erecting 

  Four storm caps (supplied with two 24ins side 
storm poles)

  Protective caps to secure the side storm poles when 
folded into the brolly once packed away 

  Also supplied with: full-size heavy-duty groundsheet, 
heavy-duty pegs and heavy-duty carry bag with full-
length zip

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester

ST-equipped mechanism

Mozzy mesh vents at rear

FEATURES

Compression bell cap with rubber gasket

Multiple pegging points 

Internal vapour shield supplied

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Height 128cm

ULTRA 60 BROLLY 

*RRP

CUM219 Ultra 60 Brolly Khaki  £269.99 

CUM221 Ultra 60 Brolly Camo  £289.99 

CUM223 Ultra 60 Brolly Mozzy Screen Camo  £39.99 

CAMO MOZZY SCREEN 

  Unique Fox Camo styling 

  Full-length integrated zip, which attaches to an 
open-front Ultra Brolly or Ultra Brolly Camo 

  Two-way zips on door to create letter box opening 

  Elasticated toggle attachments for front storm poles

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
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BROLLY

ULTRA 60 BROLLY SYSTEM 

  Available in either Khaki or Fox Camo

  Features Ventec Rip Stop fabric with a 20,000mm 
hydrostatic head 

  Supplied with zip-on, fully-removable Ultra Brolly Full 
Front that features three door options: clear PVC, Solid 
and Mozzy Mesh

  All doors on front feature two-way zips to create letter 
box opening 

  Front panel also features side mozzy mesh windows for 
added airflow and increased visibility whilst still being 
protected from bugs

  Optional Ultra Brolly Camo Mozzy Screen can be added 
at a later date

  Supplied with removable internal vapour shield to help 
reduce condensation and aid comfort (vapour shield 
can be left attached when packed away)

  Features button-release STS Equipped mechanism, 
which allows for maximum headroom 

  60ins (152cm) design with 8mm fibreglass frame for 
incredible stability 

  Four back ribs touch the ground for added stability

  Extended side skirts provide extra protection from the 
elements 

  Rear mozzy mesh vents for added airflow 

  Front drain pipe diverts rainwater

  Other features include: rod-retaining straps, 
multiple pegging points for adjustable brolly height, 
compression bell cap with rubber gasket seal

  Short-threaded centre pole for ease and speed when 
erecting 

  4 storm caps (supplied with 2 x 36ins front and 2 x 24ins 
side storm poles)

  Protective caps to secure the side storm poles when 
folded into the brolly once packed away 

  Also supplied with: full-size heavy-duty groundsheet, 
heavy-duty pegs and heavy-duty carry bag with 
full-length zip

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester

System supplied with three door 
options: Solid...

FEATURES

...Clear PVC...

...and Mozzy Mesh

Front is fully-removable on System

Dimensions of internal 
floor space

Front drain pipe diverts water

*RRP

CUM220 Ultra 60 Brolly System Khaki  £389.99 

CUM222 Ultra 60 Brolly Camo  £399.99 

CUM224 Ultra 60 Brolly Infill Panel Khaki  £129.99 

CUM225 Ultra 60 Brolly Infill Panel Camo  £134.99 

Height 128cm

INFILL PANEL 

  Available in either Khaki or Fox Camo

  Full-length integrated zip, which attaches to an open 
front Ultra Brolly to convert it into a full system 

  Large mozzy mesh side windows for added airflow 
and increased visibility whilst still being protected from 
bugs

  Three door options: Clear PVC, Solid and Mozzy Mesh

  All doors on front feature two-way zips to create letter 
box opening

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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R SERIES BROLLY 

  Space-saving mechanism for increased internal 
headroom

  Four ribs contact the ground for greater stability

  Extended side skirts provide extra protection from the 
elements

  Front drain pipe diverts rainwater

  Short-threaded centre pole for ease and speed when 
erecting shelter

  Four storm caps (supplied with 2 x 24ins side storm 
poles)

  Features a full-length zip on the front to allow an 
optional R-Series Infill Panel, Extension or Mozzy Panel 
(all available separately) to be added at a later date

  10,000mm hydrostatic head

  Lightweight full-sized groundsheet

  Outer Fabric - 100% Polyester

INFILL PANEL 

  Full-length integrated zip, which attaches to the open 
front of an R-Series Brolly to convert it into a full system

  Three door options: Clear PVC, Solid Khaki and Mozzy 
Mesh.

  All doors have 2 way zips to create letter box opening

  10,000mm hydrostatic head

  Weight: 800g

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester

BROLLY EXTENSION

  Full-length integrated zip, which attaches to the open 
front of an R-Series Brolly or Brolly System to convert it 
into a 2-man brolly shelter

  Aluminum frame and supports

  Features a full zip on the front to allow the R-Series Infill 
Panel or Mozzy panel to be added

  10,000mm hydrostatic head

  Lightweight extending groundsheet

  Creates a 1metre extension to the front of the R Series 
Brolly

  Does not fit Ultra Brolly

  Weight: 3.25kg

  Main outer fabric: 100% polyester

NEW

Space-saving mechanism for increased 
headroom

Multiple pegging points

FEATURES

Front drain pipe diverts rainwater

Compatible with R-Series Brolly 
Extension

Brolly Extension converts brolly into 
two-man

Height 128cm

*RRP

CUM260 R Series Brolly  £139.99 

CUM261 R Series Brolly Infi ll Panel  £79.99 

CUM263 R Series Brolly Extension  £79.99 

Dimensions of internal 
floor space
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Front features three door options: 
Mozzy Mesh...

...Clear PVC...

FEATURES

..and Solid - all of which can be used 
letter box style

Full Mozzy panel can be attached to 
front

R SERIES BROLLY SYSTEM 

  Space-saving mechanism for increased internal 
headroom

  Four ribs contact the ground for greater stability

  Extended side skirts provide extra protection from the 
elements

  Front drain pipe diverts rainwater

  Supplied with zip-on, fully-removable R-Series Brolly 
Infill Panel that features three door options: Clear PVC, 
Solid Khaki and Mozzy Mesh

  All doors have 2 way zips to create letter box opening

  Optional full Mozzy Infill Panel and Brolly Extension can 
be added at a later date

  Short-threaded centre pole for ease and speed when 
erecting

  Four storm caps (supplied with 2 x 24ins side storm 
poles and 2 x 36in front storm poles)

  10,000mm hydrostatic head

  Lightweight full-sized groundsheet

  Outer Fabric: 100% Polyester

R SERIES MOZZY PANEL 

  Full-length integrated zip which attaches to the open 
front of an R-Series Brolly or R-Series Brolly Extension

  Two way zips on the door to create letter box opening

  Elasticated toggle attachments for the front storm poles

  Weight: 750g

  Main outer fabric: 100% polyester

Height 128cm

Space-saving mechanism for increased 
headroom 

NEW

*RRP

CUM259 R Series Brolly System  £219.99 

CUM262 R Series Brolly Mozzy Panel  £34.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price

Dimensions of internal 
floor space
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SHELTER ACCESSORIES

BIVVY TABLE ROYALE® SESSION XL TABLE

  Surface dimensions measure: 49cm x 29cm

  Features two compartments: large for a System F Box 
and smaller for items such as keys, phone, rig bits etc.

  Special non-slip coated surface 

  Legs extend to 33cm and are secured by Fox Cam Loks 

  Large swivel feet for stability on soft ground

  Perfect for long-session angler

  Fold-flat design

  Four extendable legs with easy to use adjustment. 
Min/Max height 45-60cm

  Protective table top cover supplied

  Compact when folded away - supplied with carry bag

  Surface dimensions measure: 79cm x 59cm

*RRP

CAC053 Bivvy Table  £44.99 

*RRP

CAC427 Royale Session XL Table  £79.99 

WARRIOR® BIVVY TABLE

  Table top dimensions: 47cm x 31cm

  Designed to accommodate a large System F Box

  Extendable legs with Cam Lok fittings 

  Legs extend to 31cm 

  Fold flat design

  Comes in carry bag

SESSION TABLE

  Surface dimensions: 51cm x 34cm

  Special non-slip-coated surface 

  Legs extend to 33cm and are secured by Fox Cam Loks 

  Large swivel feet for stability on soft ground

*RRP

CAC357 Warrior Bivvy Table  £34.99 

*RRP

CAC187 Session Table  £49.99 

PLATFORM ‘S’ PEG x 15

  Perfect for pegging your shelter 
down on wooden platforms

  Ergonomic handles

  Hard-wearing steel point and thread

  15 in a packet

*RRP

CUM142 Platform S Pegs x 15  £15.99 

CAMO BIVVY/ROD MAT

  Neoprene mat that can be used 
in your bivvy doorway

  Styled in unique Fox Camo print

  Heavy-duty waterproof backing fabric

  70cm x 50cm

*RRP

CUM264 Camo Bivvy Mat  £14.99 

NEW
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3-PIECE MEDIUM COOKSET 

  Supplied with frying pan, medium saucepan 
and 0.9L Heat Transfer Kettle

  Compact for transportation - saucepan sits inside 
the frying pan and the kettle inside the saucepan

  Thicker aluminium wall than other pans 
on the market, allowing a higher quality 
non-stick coating to be applied

  Supplied with a drawcord mesh carry bag

  The pans feature durable folding handles to 
allow them to be packed away compactly

  Compatible with Camo Cookset Bag (see page 72)

4-PIECE LARGE COOKSET 

  Supplied with larger frying pan, large saucepan, 
medium saucepan and 0.9L Heat Transfer kettle

  Compact for transportation – kettle sits inside 
medium saucepan, which then sits inside large 
saucepan which then sits inside frying pan 

  Thicker aluminium wall than other pans 
on the market, allowing a higher quality 
non-stick coating to be applied

  Supplied with a drawcord-mesh carry bag

  The pans feature durable folding handles to 
allow them to be packed away compactly

  Compatible with Camo Cookset Bag (see page 72)

*RRP

CCW001 Medium 3pc Set  £59.99 

*RRP

CCW002 Large 4pc Set  £69.99 

WINDSHIELD

  Shields your stove from the wind 
allowing for greater fuel efficiency 

  Lightweight aluminium construction 

  Comprises seven hinged panels

  Features pegging pins to aid stability on soft ground

  Supplied with a handy carry bag 

  Available in two sizes: Standard and XL

*RRP

CCW004 Windsheild  £11.99 

CCW008 XL Windshield  £14.99 

HEAT TRANSFER KETTLE 

  Features Heat Transfer Technology that helps to 
concentrate the flame of your stove on the base 
of the kettle for much faster boiling time

  Design taken from the camping industry

  Made from a hard anodised aluminium and 
features a durable soft-touch handle

  Approximately 33% more efficient than 
traditional camping kettle, which boils the 
kettle fast and saves you money!

  Available in 0.9L and 1.5L versions 

*RRP

CCW005 Heat Transfer Kettle 0.9L  £26.99 

CCW006 Heat Transfer Kettle 1.5L  £29.99 

NEW

MICRO 2600 STOVE

  Compact design that screws to top of gas canister

  Adjustable flame control

  Manual ignition

  Power: 8871 BTU (2600W)

  Weight: 80g

  Designed for use with EN417 Butane-Propane 
mixed gas cartridge

COMPACT 3000 STOVE

  Compact and durable gas stove

  Adjustable flame control

  Manual ignition

  Power: 10236 BTU (3000W)

  Weight: 220g

  Designed for use with EN417 Butane-Propane 
mixed gas cartridge

HEAT 
TRANSFER 3200 STOVE

  Sturdy and durable gas stove

  Adjustable flame control

  Built-in Piezo ignition

  Power: 10919 BTU (3200W)

  Weight: 320g

  Designed for use with EN417 Butane-Propane 
mixed gas cartridge

*RRP

CCW012 Cookware Micro 2600 Stove  £19.99 

CCW010 Cookware Compact 3000 Stove  £29.99 

CCW011 Heat Transfer 3200 Stove  £49.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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SHELTER ACCESSORIES

HALO® POWER MULTI LIGHT

  Multi-purpose LED light 

  Can be used as a bivvy light to aid night-time 
photography and also a power source for 
charging mobile devices

  6000mAh Polymer Lithium battery 
that is USB rechargeable 

  Built in solar charging panel (150mAh/h)

  Four brightness settings: 500 lumens, 250 lumens, 
100 lumens and 10 lumens 

  Light run time: 4.5-hours in High mode

  Built-in adjustable stand which features magnets

  Screw thread in base for attachment to 
bankstick (use thread adaptor) or tripod

  Battery power indicator 

  Simple on/off switch 

  Also supplied with USB charging cable 

  Dimension: 128mm x 85mm x 33mm

  Weight: 320g

  Important note: Re-charge battery every 3 
months if not being used for a long time. The 
battery will only reach full performance after a 
few complete charging and discharging cycles.

HALO® POWER LIGHT

  Handy bivvy light that can also be used 
to charge your mobile devices

  9900mAh Li battery that is USB rechargeable

  Three brightness settings – High (400 lumens), 
Medium (150 lumens) and Low (15 lumens)

  Supplied with karabiner hanging loop

  Features magnetic base

  Light run time: 12-hours in High mode

  Also supplied with USB charging cable

  Dimension: 65mm x 65mm x 80mm

  Weight: 315g

  Important note: recharge battery every 3 months 
if not being used for a long time. The battery 
will only reach full performance after a few 
complete charging and discharging cycles.

HALO® BIVVY LIGHT

  Compact, easy-to-use bivvy light

  Features 9 x Samsung white LEDs plus 2 x red LEDs

  Powered by 2 x AA or 1 x CR123A batteries 
(not included)

  Four brightness settings: 200 lumens, 100 lumens, 
50 lumens and 15 lumens

  Two colour options: White or Red

  Supplied with hanging loop and magnetic base plate

  Light run time: 7-hours in High mode

  Dimension: 70mm x 60mm x 46mm

  Weight: 60g (excluding battery)

NEW

Can also be used as a power source

Carabiner hanging loop

Supplied with hanging loop and 
magnetic base plate

*RRP

CEI168 Halo Power Multi Light  £59.99 

*RRP

CEI170 Halo Power Light  £49.99 

*RRP

CEI171 Halo Bivvy Light  £15.99 

Battery power indicator

FEATURES

Can also be used as a power source
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HALO® 200 HEADTORCH

  200 lumens

  Adjustable brightness 
(High -200, Medium-100, Low-20 lumens)

  Flashing mode at 25 lumens 

  Single elasticated, adjustable headband

  Batteries are positioned at front in head section

  Adjustable-angle projection 

  Single-button operation 

  1 x 3w Gen, two LG White LED bulb

  Supplied with 3 x AAA alkaline batteries

  Weight including batteries: 88g

*RRP

CEI161 Halo 200 Headtorch  £24.99 

HALO® MS250 HEADTORCH 

  250 lumens

  Adjustable brightness (High -250, Medium-100, 
Low-10 lumens + 3mm LED setting of 15 lumens)

  Bulb type: 1 x Luxeon TX White LED 
+ 2 x 3mm Nichia White LEDs

  Motion sensor (not only useful when 
tying rigs/cooking, but can be set up on a 
bankstick by your rods for security)

  Single elasticated, adjustable headband

  Batteries are positioned at rear in separate case 
(47mm x 89mm x 29mm), which also features 
light diffuser (ideal for other anglers to see 
you when you are out in water on a boat)

  Battery power indicator: turn rear light on, Green 
LED is high power, Red LED is low power

  Adjustable-angle projection 

  Two button operation 

  Supplied with 3 x AAA alkaline batteries

  Weight including batteries: 135g

*RRP

CEI162 Halo MS250 Headtorch  £39.99 

HALO® MS300C HEADTORCH 

  300 lumens

  Adjustable brightness (High -300, Medium-100, 
Low-10 lumens + 3mm LED setting of 15 lumens)

  Bulb type: 1 x Luxeon TX White LED 
+ 2 x 3mm Nichia White LEDs

  USB Rechargeable Li-polymer built-in battery supplied

  Also supplied with Micro USB charging cable

  Motion sensor (not only useful when 
tying rigs/cooking, but can be set up on a 
bankstick by your rods for security)

  Single elasticated, adjustable headband

  Charging status indicator on rear: red light indicates 
charging, green light indicates fully charged

  Battery is positioned at rear in separate case 
(47mm x 89mm x 29mm), which also features light 
diffuser (ideal for other anglers to see you when 
you are out in water on a boat)

  Two button operation 

  Weight including battery: 130g

  Important Note: recharge battery every three months 
if not being used for a long time. The battery will only 
reach full performance after a few complete charging 
and discharging cycles

*RRP

CEI163 Halo MS300C Headtorch  £49.99 

HALO® AL320 HEADTORCH 

  470 lumens in ‘boost’ mode

  Adjustable brightness 
(High -320, Medium-150, Low-25 lumens)

  Bulb type: 1 x XP-G2 Cree White LED

  Light unit made from a hardwearing 
anodised aluminium

  Single elasticated, adjustable Camo headband

  Batteries are positioned at rear in separate case 
(53mm x 76mm x 34mm), which also features a red light

  Adjustable-angle projection 

  Side operation button for front light

  Supplied with 3 x AA alkaline batteries

  Weight including batteries: 195g

*RRP

CEI164 Halo AL320 Headtorch  £44.99 

HALO® AL350C HEADTORCH 

  500 lumens in ‘boost’ mode

  Adjustable brightness 
(High-350, Medium-150, Low-25 lumens)

  Bulb type: 1 x XP-G2 Cree White LED 

  Light unit made from a hardwearing 
anodised aluminium

  USB Rechargeable Li-ion battery supplied

  Also supplied with Micro USB charging cable

  Single elasticated, adjustable Camo headband

  Battery is positioned at rear in separate 
case (38mm x 102mm x 35mm), which also 
features single button operation red light

  Side operation button for front light

  Charging status indicator on rear: red light indicates 
charging, green light indicates fully charged 

  Weight including battery: 190g

  Important Note: recharge battery every three 
months if not being used for a long time. The 
battery will only reach full performance after a 
few complete charging and discharging cycles

*RRP

CEI165 Halo AL350C Headtorch  £59.99 

HALO® MULTI COLOUR 
HEADTORCH

  Three colour options – White, Green and Red

  Four white brightness settings – 350 lumens, 
250 lumens, 140 lumens and 90 lumens

  Two-button operation (one for colour 
and one for brightness)

  Adjustable-angle projection

  Single, elasticated, adjustable headband

  Runs on 3 x AAA batteries (not included)

  Weight: 68g

*RRP

CEI169 Halo Multi-Colour Headtorch  £24.99 

NEW

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BEDCHAIRS, CHAIRS 
& SLEEPING BAGS
Bedchairs, chairs and sleeping bags won’t catch more fi sh right? Well, we don’t think it’s that simple. Let us explain…

Here at Fox we believe motivation is one of the key drivers of success in carp fi shing. If you look at the very best carp anglers 

across Europe, they all share one thing in common: they’re extremely motivated and put 100% eff ort into everything 

they do. We believe bankside comfort plays a huge part in an angler’s motivation... if you sleep well and are relaxed, 

then you’ll enjoy your time on the bank, have increased energy levels and will be able to track down those fi sh.

Over the coming pages you’ll fi nd several established classics, such as the multi-award-winning Flatliner and Flatliter 

MK2 bedchairs, the immensely popular Super Deluxe Recliner chair, the market-leading Warrior 2 chair range, as well 

as quality sleeping bags like the VR and ERS. Additionally, we’ve some new off erings, including two new models of 

Duralite chair, a larger version of our top-selling Warrior sleeping bag and two VRS Camo sleeping bag covers...

BEDCHAIRS, CHAIRS & 
SLEEPING BAGS
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FX FLATLINER® BEDCHAIR

  The ‘Flip-Cam System’, is a very special piece of innovation. 
All other bedchairs, once unfolded, have the cams pointing 
upwards and as we all know, they are a real inconvenience. 
Not only do they get in the way, they also reduce the width 
of the mattress that you can actually utilize. This, however, 
is now a thing of the past as the cam on the Flatliner 
swivels 180 degrees so that it points downwards 

  ‘Twist-Lok’ legs, which can be operated with one hand. 
Simply twist the mechanism on the leg and the foot will 
fall into position. Then let go of the mechanism and it will 
automatically lock the leg into position – it couldn’t 
be easier! 

  The Flatliner features a unique ‘Double Hinge Bracket’ on 
the foot-end that has been designed to create a void inside 
the bedchair when it is folded away. This therefore allows 
enough space for a standard-sized 3-season sleeping bag 
to be folded inside.  Some other bedchairs achieve this 
by putting an angle in the actual frame at the head end, 
which severely hinders your sleeping position and comfort 
as you cannot lie flat! 

  ‘Even Flow’ elastic has several benefits. Most other 
bedchairs use at least four lengths of elastic, whereas the 
Flatliner uses only two, which start and finish at the head 
and foot ends and also run through the Cam (unlike any 
other bedchair on the market). This means that there are 
no sections of the mattress that are not elasticated, giving a 
much more consistent tension and firmer feel to the mattress

  Mattress utilizes eyelets instead of unnecessary fabric 
loops. Eyelets allow the elastic to stretch when you sit 
on the bedchair and then retract when you get off it. In 
addition the eyelets have been very carefully positioned 
around the perimeter of the mattress to ensure maximum 
support is achieved. They are positioned as close as they can 
be to the legs to ensure an even tension on the mattress 

  The frame is constructed from an oval aluminium, 
which is not only incredibly strong, but also makes 
the frame surprisingly light

  High-density foam mattress that is fleece-covered 
and also a staggering 50mm deep! 

  Three legged

  Six large mud feet

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

Twist-Lok Leg - simply twist the 
mechanism on the leg with one hand for 
instant and infinite adjustment

FEATURES

Double Hinge Bracket at the foot end. 
This creates a void when folded to store 
a standard 3 season bag

High-density foam mattress that is 
fleece-covered and also a staggering 
50mm deep!

Further leg spacing prevents them 
from overlapping when the bedchair is 
packed away

Even Flow elastic on standard Flatliner 
gives more consistent tension to 
mattress

Standard Flatliner

Min height: 40cm
Max height: 48cm

*RRP

CBC039 FX Flatliner Bedchair  £329.99 

REVOLUTIONARY FLATLINER  
‘FLIP-CAM SYSTEM’

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BEDCHAIRS, CHAIRS & 
SLEEPING BAGS

FX FLATLITER® BED & BAG SYSTEM MK2

SUPPLIED BAG FEATURES

  Double Hinged Bracket at both head and foot end, 
eliminating need for cams

  Two side tension straps that go around frame rather 
than mattress make it possible to fold away more 
compactly with sleeping bag attached

  Velcro strips on underside of mattress for use with 
Aquos covers (can secure cover to bed on the side you 
don’t need to exit to keep warmth in)

  High-density foam on mattress for greater comfort

  One-piece lumbar support on middle and head sections 
give a much firmer mattress and prevents sagging

  Unique leg design with single legs at both head and 
foot end for increased stability and reduced weight; this 
means you have only 6 legs rather than 8 but still have 
full support at both ends

  ‘Twist Lok’ mechanism for infinite leg adjustment as 
used on Flatliner bedchair

  Large mud feet

  Two sizes available: Standard and Compact

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester 
Padding: 100% Polyurethane

  Bag attaches to bed via full-length zip around 
edge of mattress to allow greater movement 
when inside the bag

  Bag lining on bottom half is polyester 
(allows easy movement inside bag) and top half
 is fleece (aids warmth and comfort)

  Top-quality hollow fill used, which aids warmth and is 
also much softer,enabling bag to sculpt  around your 
body

  Larger internal zip baffle to keep warmth 
in and cold out

  Sleeping bag is rated as a 3-4 season 

  Heavy-duty 10mm snag-free, crash zips on sleeping bag 

  20% of the bags filling is below you and the other 80% 
is above you  to prevent heat loss

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Filling: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester

Double hinge enables sleeping bag 
to be folded up inside in a compact 
manner

FEATURES

Single support legs at each end for 
extra stability

Lumbar support prevents sagging 
and makes mattress much firmer

Sleeping bag attaches to bed via one 
heavy duty zip

*RRP

CBC050 Flatliter Bed & Bag System Standard  £369.99 

CBC051 Flatliter Bed & Bag System Compact  £339.99 

Standard Flatliter

Min height: 40cm
Max height: 50cm

Compact Flatliter

Min height: 35cm
Max height: 45cm
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R-SERIES CAMO
  Available in three sizes: R1 (Compact), 
R2 (Standard) and R3 (Kingsize)

  Flat profile for maximum comfort

  Cam-free design for maximum usable width

  Full lumbar support to ensure firm mattress 
with no sagging

  Fleece-lined, padded mattress 

  Features Fox Camo pattern on trim

  Extra padding at head end

  Double hinges allow for a sleeping bag to be folded inside

  Unique side tension straps ensuring bed is 
compact when packed away

  Large swivelling mud feet

  6 adjustable legs

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding: 100% Polyurethane

*RRP

CBC054 R1 Camo Bedchair  £149.99 

CBC055 R2 Camo Bedchair  £169.99 

CBC056 R3 Camo Bedchair  £199.99 

Side compression straps enable bed to 
pack away more compactly with sleeping 
bag attached

FEATURES

Lumbar support prevents sagging and 
makes mattress firmer

WARRIOR® II STANDARD & XL

  Entry-level bed that is designed for newcomers and 
anglers on a tight budget that still want Fox quality

  Offers outstanding value for money

  Cam-free design giving more usable width

  Flat frame design with padded, foam mattress 
for maximum comfort

  Six extendable legs with swivelling mud feet 
for uneven ground

  Strap and buckle system allows bed to be packed away 
compactly with a sleeping bag on

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding: 100% Polyurethane

*RRP

CBC070 Warrior II Six Legged Bedchair  £119.99 

CBC071 Warrior II Six Legged XL Bedchair  £139.99 

Standard Warrior II

Max height: 40cm
Folded: 82cm x 82cm x 21cm

XL Warrior II

Max height: 42cm
Folded: 89cm x 100cm x 21cm

Strap and buckle allows compact 
packaway 

High-quality frame

R1 Camo: 85cm x 205cm
Min height: 30cm / Max height: 40cm

R2 Camo: 98cm x 212cm
Min height: 36cm / Max height: 46cm

R3 Camo: 101cm x 223cm
Min height: 40cm / Max height: 50cm

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BEDCHAIRS, CHAIRS & 
SLEEPING BAGS

R1 CAMO 
RECLINER CHAIR

R2 CAMO 
RECLINER CHAIR

R3 CAMO 
RECLINER CHAIR

*RRP

CBC060 R1 Camo Chair  £94.99 

*RRP

CBC061 R2 Camo Chair  £109.99 

*RRP

CBC062 R3 Camo Chair  £139.99 

Height: 39-47cm
Seat width: 59cm
Back height: 57cm
Folded: 75x70x20cm 

Height: 44-56cm
Seat width: 60cm
Back height: 73cm 
Folded: 84x70x20cm 

Height: 36-43cm
Seat width: 53cm
Back height: 53cm
Folded: 64x57x20cm 

DURALITE® CHAIRDURALITE® XL CHAIRDURALITE® LOW CHAIR

  Strong but exceptionally lightweight Duralite 
Magnesium Alloy construction

  3D mesh and polyester padded seat aids comfort 
whilst helping to keep overall weight low

  Fully-adjustable legs that lock into position

  Armrests for added comfort

  Large Swivelling mud feet

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
padding/filling: 100% Polyurethane

  Based on top-selling Duralite chair, but for anglers that 
prefer a bigger chair with a higher back

  Armrests for extra comfort

  Strong but exceptionally lightweight Duralite 
Magnesium Alloy Construction

  3D Mesh and polyester padded seat aids comfort 
whilst helping to keep overall weight low

  Fully adjustable legs that lock into position

  Large swivelling mud feet

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
padding/filling: 100% Polyurethane

  Based on top-selling Duralite chair, but for anglers that 
prefer a lower chair without armrests

  Strong, but exceptionally lightweight Duralite 
Magnesium Alloy Construction

  3D Mesh and polyester padded seat aids comfort whilst 
helping to keep overall weight low

  Fully adjustable legs that lock into position

  Large swivelling mud feet

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
padding/filling: 100% Polyurethane

Height: 33-40cm
Seat depth: 40cm
Seat width: 47cm
Back height: 52cm  

*RRP

CBC072 Duralite Low Chair  £79.99 

*RRP

CBC073 Duralite XL Chair  £109.99 

*RRP

CBC059 Duralite Chair  £94.99 

NEW

Height: 33-40cm
Seat depth: 52cm
Seat width: 55cm
Back height: 70cm  

Height: 33-40cm
Seat depth: 40cm
Seat width: 47cm
Back height: 52cm  

  Smallest of the three new R-Series Camo Recliner Chairs

  High-density foam mattress with Micro Fleece 

  Extra padding in top section of back for added comfort 

  Four fully-adjustable legs with large swivelling mud feet

  Fox Camo polyester outer trim 

  Leg Lock frame for added stability

  Adjustable back settings via Cam wheel

  Hard-wearing steel frame 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

  High-density foam mattress with Micro Fleece 

  Extra padding in top section of back for added comfort 

  Four fully-adjustable legs with large swivelling mud feet

  Fox Camo polyester outer trim 

  Leg Lock frame for added stability

  Adjustable back settings via Cam wheel

  Hard-wearing steel frame 

  Neoprene covered arm rests for added comfort

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

  Largest of the three new R-Series Camo Recliner Chairs

  Fox Camo polyester outer trim 

  High-density foam mattress with Micro Fleece 

  Four fully-adjustable legs with large swivelling mud feet

  Leg Lock frame for added stability

  Adjustable back settings via Cam wheel

  Hard-wearing steel frame 

  Neoprene covered arm rests for added comfort

  Full height back with additional padding in the head rest

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane
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4.80kg 5.40kg 5.70kg

5.50kg 5.50kg5.50kg 5.50kg10.95kg

WARRIOR® II
ARM CHAIR

WARRIOR® II
XL ARM CHAIR

WARRIOR® II
COMPACT CHAIR

  All four legs are fully adjustable

  Natural green colours

  Comfortable armrests

  Padded cover

  Easily foldable 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethan

  Natural green colours

  Comfortable armrests

  Padded cover

  Easily foldable

  All four legs are fully adjustable

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

  Compact design

  Natural green colours

  Comfortable armrests

  Padded cover

  Easily foldable

  Adjustable front legs 

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

Height: 40-50cm
Seat depth: 41cm
Seat width: 49cm
Back height: 64cm  

Height: 40-51cm
Seat depth: 41cm
Seat width: 53cm
Back height: 64cm  

Height: 40cm
Seat depth: 38cm
Seat width: 48cm
Back height: 53cm  

*RRP

CBC067 Warrior II Compact Chair  £59.99 

*RRP

CBC069 Warrior II XLArm Chair  £84.99 

*RRP

CBC068 Warrior II Arm Chair  £69.99 

FX 
COMBO CHAIR 

  Multi-purpose, innovative design that makes it one of the 
most versatile and comfortable chairs on the market

  Three uses in one! 

  Use 1: Positioned across bedchair like a traditional 
bedchair buddy

  Use 2: Positioned on side of bedchair frame for sitting at 
front of bivvy

  Use 3: Independent of a bedchair as a standalone low chair

  Adjustable back leg 

  Fully adjustable ‘Twist Lok’ front legs

  Same fleece-lined, high-density foam padding as used on 
award-winning FX Flatliner bedchairs

  Padded head rest for extra comfort

  Retaining straps keep chair closed when being carried

  Removable, padded shoulder strap supplied for easy 
transportation

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

*RRP

CBC042 FX Combo Chair  £94.99 

Height: 32cm

Seat width: 47cm

Back height: 52cm

Folded: 14x54x72cm

FX 
SUPER DELUXE RECLINER 

  Quite possibly the most comfortable and feature-filled 
chair ever designed for fishing

  Full height back featuring unique deluxe head support for 
ultimate comfort

  Cam Lok recliner allowing you to set the seating position 
that best suits your mood

  High-density ribbed foam mattress with micro fleece

  Fabric inner and luxury faux suede perimeter as used on 
Flatliner bedchair and FX Combo Chair

  Neoprene-covered arm rests for extra comfort

  Four adjustable ‘Twist Lok’ legs with swivelling mud feet to 
allow ultimate comfort when on uneven ground

  Steel frame for strong build quality and to accommodate 
the ‘larger’ angler

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester, 
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyurethane

*RRP

CBC047 FX Super Deluxe Recliner  £169.99 

Height: 45-60cm

Seat width: 60cm

Back height: 70cm

Folded: 21x71x83cm

WATERPROOF 
CHAIR COVERS

  Waterproof cover designed to keep your chair dry when 
left outside bivvy in rain/heavy dew

  2000mm hydrostatic head 

  Fully-taped seams 

  Khaki colour

  Elasticated for secure fit

  Supplied with carry bag

  Two sizes available: Standard to fit small/medium chairs 
and XL for larger recliner-style chairs

*RRP

CBC063 Standard Chair Cover  £14.99 

CBC064 XL Chair Cover  £15.99

Chair not 
included

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BEDCHAIRS, CHAIRS & 
SLEEPING BAGS

VRS SLEEPING BAG

  Based on original Evo Ven-Tec All Season sleeping bag, 
but with significant upgrades

  Features top-quality waterproof Ven-Tec Rip Stop outer 
fabric

  Utilises 7 Core Hollow Fibre filling, which is silicone- 
treated to help maintain shape, and expand fibres

  Comprises a total of four layers for unrivalled warmth 
even in the coldest of conditions

  Contains a removable thermal booster bag, 
which is microfleece lined on all sides and 
packed with 7 core hollow fibre fill

  Base and upper layer also packed with top 
quality 7 core hollow fibre fill

  Polyester-lined base layer

  Microfleece lining gives incredible warmth and comfort

  Offset panel stitching helps to keep warm 
air inside the bag

  10mm heavy-duty crash zips that don’t snag 
when you need to exit the bag in a hurry

  Oversized external zip baffles help to keep 
cold air out and warm air in

  Oversized internal baffles packed with Hollofil to keep 
warm air in bag prevent it escaping through zips

  Elasticated hoods at head and foot end plus elasticated 
strap in middle to help secure bag to bedchair

  Zipped mesh pockets on both sides are perfect for storing 
valuable items such as receiver, keys, phone and wallet

  Pillow-retaining hood helps to stop your pillow 
from sliding off the bed

  Hot foot pocket – zips stop short at the foot end to 
create a thermal pocket around your feet

  Supplied in stuff sack

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester

*RRP

CSB037 VRS1 Sleeping Bag  £189.99 

CSB038 VRS2 Sleeping Bag  £199.99 

CSB039 VRS3 Sleeping Bag  £219.99 

*RRP

CSB057 VRS1 Camo Sleeping Bag Cover  £59.99 

CSB058 VRS2 Camo Sleeping Bag Cover  £69.99 

CSB059 VRS3 Camo Sleeping Bag Cover  £79.99 

VRS CAMO 
SLEEPING BAG COVER

  Styled in Fox Camo 

  Waterproof Ventec Ripstop fabric

  20,000mm hydrostatic head 

  Microfleece lined 

  Velcro retaining side strips

  Snug fit drawcord 

  D-loop sleeping bag attachment  

  Ideal for adding to ERS sleeping bag to give a 
waterproof cover and additional warmth 

VRS 1: 88cm x 210cm
Stuff sack: 40 x 51cm

VRS 2: 93cm x 213cm
Stuff sack: 45 x 51cm

VRS 3: 103cm x 220cm
Stuff sack: 50 x 54cm

NEW

*RRP

CSB060 VRS1 Thermal Sleeping Bag Cover  £79.99 

CSB061 VRS2 Thermal Sleeping Bag Cover  £89.99 

CSB062 VRS3 Thermal Sleeping Bag Cover  £99.99 

VRS 1: 140cm x 234cm
Stuff sack: 44 x 36cm

VRS 2: 150cm x 240cm
Stuff sack: 46 x 36cm

VRS 3: 160cm x 250cm
Stuff sack: 48 x 36cm

VRS 1: 140cm x 234cm
Stuff sack: 38 x 20cm

VRS 2: 150cm x 240cm
Stuff sack: 40 x 20cm

VRS 3: 160cm x 250cm
Stuff sack: 42 x 20cm

VRS CAMO 
THERMAL

  Styled in Fox Camo 

  Waterproof Ventec Ripstop fabric

  20,000mm hydrostatic head 

  Microfleece lined 

  Velcro retaining side strips

  Snug fit drawcord 

  D-loop sleeping bag attachment  

  Ideal for adding to a sleeping bag to convert to a 
5-season bag for the coldest conditions

NEW
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4949

3.30kg

3.50kg

4.20kg

2.80kg

3.00kg

3.50kg

3.3kg

37 x 48cm

88 x 210cm

2.40kg

2.65kg

WARRIOR® SLEEPING 
BAG STANDARD & XL

  Designed for newcomers and anglers on a tight 
budget that still want Fox quality

  Perfect for use with the Warrior bedchair 

  Offset panel stitching helps to keep warm 
air inside the bag

  2-3 season rating - perfect for use in late spring, 
summer and early autumn 

  10mm crash zips

  Soft Touch Polyester fabric

  Polyester lining for easy movement inside the bag

  Oversized internal and external baffles to keep warm air 
in and cold air out

  Elasticated hoods at head and foot end plus elasticated 
strap in middle to help secure bag to bedchair

  Comes supplied in stuff-sack

  Offers outstanding value for money

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester

*RRP

CSB043 Warrior Sleeping Bag  £59.99 

CSB052 Warrior XL Sleeping Bag NEW  £69.99 

ERS SLEEPING BAG STANDARD

  Features market-leading hardwearing Evo-Tec Rip Stop 
outer fabric

  Utilises 7 Core Hollow Fibre filling which is silicone-
treated to help maintain shape and expand fibres

  Polyester lined base for ease of movement inside the bag

  Microfleece lined upper layer for added 
warmth and comfort

  Offset panel stitching helps to keep warm 
air inside the bag

  10mm heavy-duty crash zips that don’t snag when 
you need to exit the bag in a hurry

  Oversized external zip baffles help to keep cold 
air out and warm air in

  Oversized internal baffles packed with Hollofil to keep 
warm air in bag prevent it escaping through zips

  Elasticated hoods at head and foot end plus elasticated 
strap in middle to help secure bag to bedchair

  Zipped mesh pockets on both sides are perfect for storing 
valuable items such as receiver, keys, phone and wallet

  Pillow-retaining hood helps to stop your pillow 
from sliding off the bed

  Hot foot pocket – zips stop short at the foot end to 
create a thermal pocket around your feet

  Supplied in stuf-sack

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester

*RRP

CSB049 ERS1 Full Fleece Sleeping Bag  £104.99

CSB050 ERS2 Full Fleece Sleeping Bag  £114.99 

CSB051 ERS3 Full Fleece Sleeping Bag  £124.99 

ERS 1: 88cm x 210cm
Stuff sack: 37 x 48cm

ERS 2: 93cm x 213cm
Stuff sack: 40 x 48cm

ERS 3: 103cm x 220cm
Stuff sack: 43 x 50cm

*RRP

CSB034 ERS1 Sleeping Bag  £94.99 

CSB035 ERS2 Sleeping Bag  £104.99 

CSB036 ERS3 Sleeping Bag  £109.99 

ERS 1: 88cm x 210cm
Stuff sack: 33 x 44cm

ERS 2: 93cm x 213cm
Stuff sack: 34 x 45cm

ERS 3: 103cm x 220cm
Stuff sack: 35 x 50cm

WARRIOR: 88cm x 210cm
Stuff sack: 40 x 50cm

WARRIOR XL: 103cm x 210cm
Stuff sack: 36 x 55cm

ERS SLEEPING BAG
FULL FLEECE

  Based on same design as original ERS sleeping bags but 
with full fleece inner lining for added 
warmth and comfort

  Sherpa fleece-lined internal upper layer

  Microfleece-lined internal base layer 

  Features market-leading hardwearing Evo-Tec Rip Stop 
outer fabric

  Utilises 7 Core Hollow Fibre filling which is silicone 
treated to help maintain shape and expand fibres

  Polyester-lined base for ease of movement inside the bag

  Microfleece lined upper layer for added 
warmth and comfort

  Offset panel stitching helps to keep warm 
air inside the bag

  10mm heavy-duty crash zips that don’t snag when 
you need to exit the bag in a hurry

  Oversized external zip baffles help to keep cold 
air out and warm air in

  Oversized internal baffles packed with hollow fill to 
keep warm air in bag prevent it escaping through zips

  Elasticated hoods at head and foot end plus elasticated 
strap in middle to help secure bag to bedchair

  Zipped mesh pockets on both sides are perfect for storing 
valuable items such as receiver, keys, phone and wallet

  Pillow-retaining hood helps to stop your pillow 
from sliding off the bed

  Hot foot pocket – zips stop short at the foot end to 
create a thermal pocket around your feet

  Supplied in stuff-sack

  Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
Padding/Filling: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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